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COLLEGE TEACHING MONOGRAPHS
This series of monographs has been produced
ideas and developments in colJege teaching. The
the University of North Dakota and elsewhere to
experimentation with approaches to colJege level

to bring attention to significant
series alJows colJege teachers at
share their insights and their
learning and instruction.

Each essay has been written to be interesting--and even helpful--to other colJege
teachers. The authors, by putting their ideas and approaches in the public view,
invite peer and citizen review. But above aJJ, these essays give acknowledgement,
even celebration, to excelJence in colJege teaching.
You are invited to contribute to this monograph series with your own essay or
by encouraging colJeagues to write about their teaching. The Office of Instructional
Development, at the University of North Dakota, provides editorial assistance in
the preparation of each monograph. Each essay is reviewed by the editors and an
editorial panel for quality of thought and experimentation and for interest to other
colJege teachers.
We hope you enjoy this series.
Robert E. Young
Editor

I
I
I
I

Edi tor's Introduction
The issues of career, one' s journey through it, and the place of career in one' s
life have always interested college teachers.

Recent writing about adult develop-

ment and crises of midlife and aging have drawn new attention to the academ ic
career. Much of this writing is dry and pedantic, some is sensational. Too little
is sensitive and provocative. This monograph by Sophie Freud Loewenstein is an
exception. She writes autobiographically about her sabbatical leave in 1979 as a
point of transition in her academic career, but mere importantly as an occa sion for
challenge and reflection in her life and her work.
All who have read this paper in its review have been touched in some way by
it: women and men, younger teachers and those closer to Sophie in age, those who
have experienced their own sabbatkal and those who have not. Sophie's life , her
experiences and her purposes, though not our own, provide an occasion for us to thin k
deeply about our lives and our work. Each who has read the paper recommends tha t
it be read slowly and reflecti vely.
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The Last Sabbatica l - A Midlife Journey
by
Sophie Freud Loewenstein
Simmons CoJJege
Was schert mich Weib, was schert mich Kind!
••• Lasz sie betteJn gehn, wenn sie hungrig sind, (Die Grenadiere, Heinrich Heine, 1837)
Much of our Jives is taken up with separations and new beginnings, exits
and entries, departures and arrivals. Transitions are an intrinsic part of
development, but they are often painful.
(Levinson, 1980, p. 279)
The private voice in the public sphere conf.f~ms our common experience
through which we begin to assert ourselves.
(Metzger, 1976, p. 408)
in the middle of my life I packed by bags, left my family, friends, students,
and job, and went 3000 miles across the sea. I was not one of those shameful runaway wives about whom we read. I am, after aJJ, a most honorable woman. I did
not desert my home, never to return, although admittedly that thought had crossed
my mind.

I Jeft on a legitimate, societaJJy sanctioned trip, on a sabbatical I had

duly earned after eight years of faithful academic service. Ever since adolescence
I had worked while I went to school, and worked while I raised children, and driven
my5df relentlessly in search of iJJusive recognition. Suddenly I was presented with
the fantastic and awesome gift of a whole year to do with as I pleased. I decided
to leave town.
I left to escape the continuously escalating pressures of duties, obligations,
str ictures and expectations that graduaJJy surround a relatively successful academic
career. I Jeft to learn some new clinical skiJ!s. I left in search of experiences and
learnings different from those connected with my life of _educator and public guru.
I Jcit to reconnect with my European past; to gain experiences that I had missed

r

in Jife. I Jeft to claim the carefree adolescence that had escaped me in my own
adolescence, overshadowed by war, emigration, poverty and alienation.
Why should I write about an experience that touches only academics, a sr.1aJJ
elitist group in our society? I do so because with our new increasingly f luid and
changing time-tables there are many people who experience similar life experiences.
Some, like Kate Brown in Sum mer Before the Dark, have onJy a free summer.

~

-2Others may convaJesce after an illness or drop out in adoJescence (or at any age
these days), go back to school as an aduJt, or have a simiJar "out of order" experience.
I know a woman of thirty-five who is planning to take one day of her life, alJ for
herseJf, some day. In her daydreams she pJans the hours and minutes of that future
day. Thus, many of us have had or will have the opportunity to experience a Jife
interval where daiJy routines are interrupted and a reflective turning inward is both
permitted and called for .

I
I
I

• • . many peopJe declare moratoria . . • • They also declare periods for
the consolidation of psychological gains, periods for resting upon JaureJs
after success, periods for personal trial or probation, periods for expiation
of sins, periods for contemplation, periods for prolonged seJf-searching.
(Strauss, 1962, p. 81)
Such an interval, however long or short, may recapitulate an entire life in mic rocosm.
There is entrance into the new life, the decision how to spend the avaiJable t ime,
the effort to wring meaning from one's chosen activities, and the eventual end of
that interval, a form of death.

ExistentiaJ answers found during this time may allow

one a glimpse of an alternate, more creative use of seJf, which may later become
incorporated into one's other "real life" or, more likeJy, remain encapsulated as
belonging to that unique and special time of freedom.
I have used currPnt theories to order my experiences. In this one year I faced
all the major issues that the sociaJ science literature attributes to midlife. I experienced the opposite, yet similar pulls of work and Jove (SmeJser &: Erikson, 1980);
conflicts about use of time (Smelser, J 980; Neugarten, 1979; Levinson, 1979; Levinson,
1980); the need to recapture disowned aspects of the self (Fiske, 1980; Levinson, 1980;
Gould, 1980; Neugarten 1979); changing life priorities and commitments (Fiske, 1980);
changing identities (Strauss, 1962); and changing defensive patterns (Gould, 1980); the
struggle for self-love (GouJd, 1980; Levinson, 1979); the facing of such polarities
as intimacy versus freedom (Neugarten, 1979}; attachment versus separateness (Levinson,
1979); getting oJd versus remaining young (Levinson, 1979); and acknowJedging both
masculine and feminine aspects of the self (Levinson, 1979). I am adding the polarity
of Joving versus being Joved and wooing versus being wooed. I wilJ also discuss the
well recognized midlife growth towards self-reflection and self-knowledge (Neugarten,
I 979; Fiske, 1980). To highlight the similarities of many life issues for men and
women, I have included literature on male development to comment on my own
experiences.

-3I said that I left hpme in the middle of my life, but that is not true.

I had

already lived out 2/3 of. my statisticalJy alJoted life span. Thus, there was not only
the problem of using creatively one particular life interval, but also the knowledge
that this would be the last life interval in which my aging body was stilJ holding
up and that I did not yet quite embody the identity of "An Old Woman." It was
indeed a last chance to realize those unlived adventures, to solve those unsolved
problems, to escape the multiple constraints of mature adulthood, a last chanc e to
be YOUNG (Levinson, 1979, p. 210).

lt was a time invested with alJ the passion and

poignancy of an experience that is thus defined.

My particular use of this life interval

will thus reflect the issues faced by a professional woman who enters late midlife,
the last ten working years of her official career.
Leaving
I had spent my adolescence in three different language communities and as many
continents, longing for a stable, secure, and settled life.
wished to travel.

For many years I had not

It was more important for me to establish roots, a sense of being

needed, a sense of belonging and of becoming a valued member of a fa mily, a school
and even of a whole profes:&ional community. And then suddenly, in late middle life,
after having attained to some measure all those hard striven-for goals. they started
to feel unbelievably oppressive.

I felt captured by all the people who loved and

admired me, by the very people who had given meaning to my life.

And I decided

to leave them alJ - for a while.
Three days earlier he was stilJ at home. In his house, with a woman both
gentle and melancholy. And colJeagues, some friendly, some envious.
Smiles, flatteries and half- truths. Always the same questions, the same
answers. The same _burdens, the same alibis. Suddenly he felt like leaving
it alJ. Without a word. Leave. For a few days. Or a few years. And
breathe. And remain silent; remain silent at last.
('~/ icsel, l 965, n. G5}
"I am going abroad for a sabbatical," I said loud 2.nd clc.:.r, ncvc,· bcli~,·iil: ·,!--.:

I
I

I could do it. "Your plac

i.

is with your husband and children," said my old mother

whose place had never been particularly with her husband or children. "Please don't
do anything crazy or irrational," wrote my brother whose life had been impoverished
by Jack of enterprise. "Of course you won't do this," said my worst fr iend, "you
are much too responsible to leave all those people here who count and depend on
you." "Your regular visits have been the joy and comfort of these last ten years,"
said my increasingly paralyzed invalid friend. "Far Out," said my daughter.

My

husband said nothing, being a quiet man of few words. And in the midst of envious

7
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and disapproving and encouraging colleagues, friends, and family members, l realized
that they all took my announcement seriously and would let me leave.

My children

were, of course, all adult and living their own lives. Please believe me that I am
an honorable woman, and I have always been a most painfully conscientious mother.
Settling Down
Arriving in a strange city always reminds me of the days when I was 13 years
old, having freshly arrived in Paris after emigrating from Vienna, and having lost
overnight an entire community of family and friends. It was a time when

r trans-

formed myself from a little girl who cried every time someone looked crossly at
her, to a determined survivor. This change from an interpersonal commitment to
life to a competence/mastery and self-protective commitment (Fiske, 1980) was a
useful transformation, but it had exacted a price in my life. It is perhaps not accidental that my return to Europe would later revive this early intense interpersonal
commitment, with its greater openness and vulnerabilities.
Once again

r became a frightened little girl, needing to learn the value of foreign

money, the secrets of a new transportation system. Even the intricacies of making
a telephone call seemed difficult to master. Nevertheless, this time

r entered the

new setting with a lifetime of emotional and intellectual resources behind me. It
had always been part of my agenda to re-experience the old traumas of adaptation
to a for e igr. culture, but under circumst3nces that I knew I could master. This
happened - but not instantly.
For many weeks

r watched myself walking around the big city, mechanically

visiting places of interest, faithfully attending work assignments and conferences,
and feeling NOTHING AT ALL. In spite of the fact that my colleagues were friendly
enough, they were also essentially indifferent strangers. For some reason

r could

no longer remember, I had left a whole city full of friends and deliberately exposed
myself to an alien environment. My depersonalization was great enough to eclipse
ordinary feelings of loneliness. r missed no one, cared about no one, and I needed
nothing.
Illness
Soon after that

r became ill. Fortunately, I continued to be able to get out

of bed every morning and attend the clinic where I had, in spite of being a margina l

l

member, a definitel y assigned place and defined role. I could not have stayed abroad
without some membership in a social system.

3

-5Like the illness of the heroine of Summer Be for e the Dark, mine w as si mrlar l y
mysterious, lingering and debil i t a ting •
• • • she was sure shr would die, hoped that she would and by the tirne
she reached London w as su st a ined only by thinking of her own bed, in
her own room, with i ts flower ed curtains ••• - oh she could not wait
to be back in her own home, with possibly even one of the c hildren back
from somewhere and able to help her.
(Lessing, 1973, p. 133)
Kate Brown understood that she could not return home at thi s time o f her l i f e, and
neither could I consider such a solution.

I imagined that my extreme weakness and

multiple system infections were an i ndication of leukemia, and I too was prepared
to die.
anguish.

It seemed like a possibility that I could finally contemplate without unbear abl e

It was certainly easier than going home with an abysmal sense of failure.

Never again d id I want to be a dependent little girl who 1eeds other peopl e to ta ke
care of her.

Besides, I no longer remembered those people a t home.

Eventually

my illness was diagnosed as rr.ononuclcosis which served the purpoc;e of relieving
my anxiety and helping me to get well.
Time
Once we start counting time as

11

time left to live 11 (Neugarten, 1968, p. 97) rather

than as time from the beginning, it becomes a most precious commod i ty, the st arkest
most irrevocable constraint under whi c h we live.

The decision on how to use m y

sabbat ical was thus inves ted with all the panic of contemplating the unaccompl ished
in a view of a dwindl ing li f e time.

I faced this panic a few weeks after settling down

in my new c ommunity.

I had t aken 25 books with me, a mere selec tion from years

of mental book l is ts

• if ever I shall have more time to read.

In additi on, I had

taken along the raw researc h data of a study from which I was to writ e a book.
And suddenl y I w as faced with the r ea lization that if I wanted to live in and e xplor e

.n y new setting, I would neither have time to read my 25 books, nor to write my
own book, and that I would not even have time to become an expert in the professional skills that I had hoped to acquire in this overseas clinic.

Besides, I suddenly

wanted to read di fferent books, not the ones I had brought along, and not even book s
that would eventually be useful for my teaching.
For years I had led a life totally regu·l ated by the clock, with an obsessive
attempt to waste neither hours, nor even minutes, and suddenly all that had c hanged.
The hours flew by. He wasn't aware of time. Before, it h2d t i ll ed him
with anguish. Time-conscious? More than that: time-obsessed. Not
any more. He was living outside time. No clock, no obligations. No

9
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need to pret.:.~1)cl being busy, entertained, interested, moved. He wouid
get up and go to sleep whenever he chose.
(Wiesel, 1965, p. l 08)

For two weeks I wrestled with the decision to return home and to continue the
path of frantic productivity that would eventually lead to true ac hievement and glory,
the ultimate ~roof that I was a worthwhile human being. Then, with the help of
my advisor - oh what joy to be able to turn to a woman who was older and v: is ·r
than I - I resolved TO BE rather that TO DO.
He lives more in the present and gains more satisfaction from the process
of living - from being rather than doing and having.
(Levinson, 1979, p. 242)
If Being was too alien to my accustomed life-style, I could at least experiment with

new ways of Doing. I decided to interrupt the goal-directed work projects that had
been governing my life. You must know by now that I am an honorable woman, and
I certainly did continue to write a few papers, and teach some courses, and pursue
the clinical work at hand, but these activities, compared to my usual tempo, amounted
to taking one huge vacation. Essentially I allowed myself to waste nine months of
the 56th year of my life. It was the most generous and extravagant gift that I had
granted myself in my life journey toward self-love.
It was only after I reached this decision that I found in myself the freedom to
value and enjoy the many opportunities for learning that my new community could
offer me.
Paying My Way
When one has participated in a social system for a while, debts and credits become
embedded in a network of mutual privileges and obligations, but when one enters
a new system, decisions on how to pay one's way must be rnade. I had been accepted
in a clinical training program and assigned a position half way between staff and trainee.
My teaching responsibilities in the program helped me to sustain continuity with my
identity as an educator, but my double status also created some confusion and uncertainty for me.

Above all, I felt myself to be a graciously accepted guest who was

taking up one of a limited number of learning places. The need to repay my hosts
for their hospitality and to establish myself as a contributing member of this host
community, thus justifying their generous welcome, was always in my mind.
I realize now that I was only replaying my customary life stance. It might be
surprising to people who know my self-assertive manner, to learn that truly I do not
have a great sense of entitlement. I am used to keeping track of my debts, perhaps

10

-7because of havin& incurred in adolescence the enormous debt of hecom ing a guestrefugee in the Uni ted States rather tt-an being killed in the Holocaus t.

" " in i11 Vienna, and frit:11cj
in Europe with my brother, my old t·r..iul

In my meet i ngs

t r lc rr , ·t. dd: ood

and adolescence I continue to marvel at the wonder and triumph of our having sur vived
the war.

We are a generation of survivors.

This is an integrai part of my ident i t •

On some level I continue to be grateful to every institution that has given me
a place, every school that has accepted me as a student or teacher.
my way" withir, my abilities.

I try to "par

It is not always admirable to pay one's way, and since

opposites tend to be the same, my mental bookkeeping has an ungenerous qual i t y,
and clashes with my critical, rebeJJious and revolutionary self.

As a member of a

social system I pay my way through emotional engagement, manifested at the lowest
level , by my effort to keep everyone provoked, awake and alive.

I lend my energy

and vitality to the people and activities which intersect with my life.
While the wish and hope to be NEEDED has thus been a driving force in my
life, the fulfillment of this wish has created resentment and a sense of being exploited,
used and overused by my human community.

I thus went abroad to escape being

"used up" and once I became established, I systematicaUy started to escape the very
anonymity which I had sought out so eagerly.

I set out to become a significant member

of my new community.
Po\' er and Passion
My home and community has accorded me not only respect and affection, but
a feeling that I am a woman of power - a most confider.cc-buddi n~ and sustaining
self-concept in middle life.

I never experienced an antithesis between the exercise

of power and love (Levinson, 1979, p. 228) or even between power and femininity
(Rubin, 1979, p. 64), although other s may view my need to take charge and "get things
done" (Levinson, 1979, p. 232) as a masculine trait.

My concern about power was

to understand whether it was simply a loan from my community, or whether I could
count on it as an integral part of mys" l ! . I had sufficient self-doubts not to rely
on my own resourc es.

In packing rny bags, I needed to take along my academic titles,

my publications and my famous maiden name.

Some of this baggage I even sent

ahead; I wanted to be well received by my new community.
Fortunately or unfortunatel)r such ornaments gain entrance, but no more.

Re o -

nition and respect need to be earned in each new setting.
I was in a Gestalt workshop with a very effective ,·,oman leader of rP.Y age
and she turned to me and asked: "Why are you looking me over like that ?"
"I am interested in watching another woman guru in action," I replied.

11
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"Another, how many do you m eet ?" "I am the other one," a id I.
There was much deri sive laughter in the group. C l earl y III un f air
claim to power was crea ting resentment and i nc redul i t y.

r·

Must I thus conclude that power is not something tha t I HAVE, bu t rat h •r some-

l

thing that my social network accords me, to be u. ed as long as 1 ser ve i t well?
And · ): , by t he t i me I hctd lc.£ t m y ior ci f,i1 :;ctt i ng, I had r ei ns t v! .·c:! m c;el ! ;:,
a woman of power.
My new role of trainee rem i nded me of what it means to be a st udent (a
person of low power) and of the kind of risks that thi s role entai!s.

There is the

risk of asking challenging questions that might provoke resentment and ostracism ;
the risk of making demands and heing seen as a person w i th excessive entitlement ;
the ri sk that one's knowledge and experience may remain unrecognized or become
devalued.

As a teacher of adult students who come to study af te r some year s o f

succ essful work, I found it enormously useful to experienc e for myself t he sense
of powerlessness, helplessness, fear of exposure, and ;e;:,i- o ; di,;1 ,1 •.is in~ author 1t y
that students confront.

My students had tried to convey th i s to me, bu t I had for -

gocton such feelings and they had seemed unreal.

I am happy that m y empa t hy and

sensit i vity to their vulnerabilities has thus increased.
Having resolved the transitional crisis of adapting to a different u e of l i me
(or use o f self) and after feeling well again, I emerged with a renewed surge towar d
life, energy and zest.

I rec aptured my usual passionate self.

It i s qu i te possi ble

in l ife to sit back and hope tha t engaging things might happen.
I am willing to make things happen.

Th i s is not m y way.

I am will i ng to work ver y hard to mak e them

happen.
Do others of m y age exper ienc e much of the time a burning f ire t hat must be
spent in order to be c ontained ? I turn with relief to the words of an 82 year old
Jungian analyst who felt similarly, at least in old age:
A nother secret we carr y i s that though drab outside - wreckage to the
eye mirrors a mortifica t i on - inside we flame with a wild l ife tha t i s
almost inc ommunicable. • • • ! t is -. pl ~cc o f fier c e ener gy . Perh, p
passion • • • • It i :; j ust !i f "'; th <-' nat ur ~l i ntc r:sity o f li f e •.••
(Scott-Maxwell, 1968, p. 32)
Thus, in spite of the liberating nature of relinquishing for the moment my c ompul sive drive to work, I still needed to fill my life with challenges.

It i s !ortun.1 t e 'th.:! t

we are starting to recognize that love and work are, after all, not ac t i 1tie s t hat
call for different facets of the self.

L

12

-9In the light of th ese evi de nt s imilarities between the pruc,· ·ses ,f
\\' "'rh;ing and lovi ng it might be appropriate to regard the two as different names for a very simi la r process of human adaptation, both
involving a fusion of the different psychic forces - impulse, disci pline
or control, integration, and object attachment ••• in fact the two
orientations are so inextricably meshed that it becomes difficult to
distinguish between them. For example one can love one' s work, and
one can - indeed, is well advised to work at love.
(Smelser, 1980, pp. 5, I 05)
Fr iendships
I used to think that it t ook years of acquaintanceship and many hours of
rapprochement to build a solid and lasting .friendship.

As my life gets rapidly

shorter, I realize that, at least while traveling, it need not tak e that long.

It is

possible for two people who trust each other to connect quite deeply in a short
period of time, and when a certain critical point is reached, lasting bonds may be
established with a potential future renewal of the relationship.

I am happy to feel

that I established friendships that will permanently enrich the fabric of my li fe.
Through those m1.,;ltiple relationships in many parts of the world, I have renewed my
world citizenship.
As a man becomes more individuated, and mc, e oriented to the self,
a proc ess of detribalization occurs.
(Levinson, 1979, p. 241)
Reconcili ation in midlife takes place on many levels.

After traveling to Austria

and Germany, I established deeply significant relafr.Jnships with German colleague ,
and recaptured with intense pleasure the language of my childhood.
in Israel strengthened

imultaneousl y my Jewish identity.

\\'arm encounters

My self-esteem now

enc ompasses the fate of many people in different countries and my sense of world
interdependence is no longer a theoretical concept.
1\sking Good Questions
Over the years I ha d built up a large, extended, and solid network of friendships
with women.

We dare to burden each other with fears and sorrows, offering refle -

tion, support and practical help in times of stress. We confide our murderous fantasies
against our "loved ones," and we care about each other's physical well-being.
With one friend of my age we cheerfully exchange the worst symptoms and
our black dreads as well.
(Scott-Maxwell, 1968, p. 31)
We even forgive each other for our triumphs, gracefully expressing whatever envy
gets aroused.

However, with family, friends, and students all competing for my

13

-10limi ted time, I found nC'ithe r time, e nergy, nor inclination to in it ia te' new and perhaps chalJenging relat ionships. I had come to feel that my fri e ndship was a cove ted
prize that would be honored and appreciated.
wooed.

I had become accustomed to being

But deep down I am a woman who would rather woo that be wooed.

My

temporary unmet needs for human connections, affirmation and caring alJowed me
to develop that part of myself, since it led me to take exceptional risks in reac hing

r

out to people.

I approached the task of building a network of hu ma n re lationshi ps

with all the energy, talents, a nd excesses that I had used in the working world.

t

I

It was a n exciting cha llenge to practice wooing in foreign places, and my efforts
were well re warded.

As I traveled through the world,

had two powerf ul member-

ships that faci lita ted my opportunity to connect with other women.

There was my

honorable membership in the international social work community, a communit y whose
interest and willingness to extend itself to me I deeply appreciated.

And second,

there was my identity as a woman who can identify with, and non-judgmenta lly accept,

I
r

I
I
I
I
I

~

most experiences that women face.

Above all, there was my abil ity to be present

for others, my wish to learn from them and hence my willingness to ask them questions tha t they had hoped for a long time to be asked.
When I am with other people I try to find them, or try to find a point m
myself from which to make a bridge to them, or walk on egg-shells of
affect ion trying not to hurt or misjudge.
(Scott-Maxwell, 1968, p. 14)
Mothers and Daughters
i found very soon that in my new community, as had been true at home, young

women were seeking my friendship.
Some of the issues of middle age ••• include the need to nurture and to
act as model, guide or mentor to the young.
(Neugarten, 1979, p. 890)
Professional midlife women of my generation do not merely mentor a few young
people as do professional men (Levinson, 1979, pp. 251-255), but instead we have
to be guide, permission giver, and inspiration for a whole generation of young women
who are seeking new models.
Who are the matriarchs - the Demeters? They can't be the mothers who
socialized us to accept Pluto. Are they the lonely giants who shimmer
mirage-like in the garbage heaps of male knowledge and acceptance?
Anais Nin, Margaret Mead, Eleanor Roosevelt, Greta Garbo, Eva Curie?
Who is there to be like?
(Cooper, 1979, p. 32)

I
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-11Young women have reje c ted their mothers' traditional life-styles and need our he lp
in finding new ways of living a good life in a changing unpredi c table society. Confusion is increased because the y have often been caught between their mothers'
contradictory missions. They must justify and make up for the failures and disappointments in their rr.others' lives, and yet do so without taking undue risks, without
flaunting the social order. "You can be anything you really want to be ••• (but)
don't go too far" (Rich, 1976, p. 248, also Rubin, l 979, p. 43 and Stierlin, l 972).
Women of all ages recognize in me that potential "counter-mother" who might give
them permission and courage to lead a truly different life. Since I have lost, long
ago, all convictions about the one and only good life that is to be found, I can sometimes
meet their needs.

However, I too feel myself to have been a badly-mothered daughter.

But the motherless woman may also react b denying her own vulnerability, denying she has felt any loss or absence of mothering. She may
spend her life proving her strength in the "mothering" of others •••
mothering men ••• , whose weakness makes her feel strong, or mothering
in the role of teacher, doctor, psychotherapist.
(Rich, l 976, p. 243)
My mother's triple legacy has weighed heavily on me all my life.

I had to earn

the public recognition that she so desperately wanted and without which she could
not love herself. I had to carry out her vengeance against her husband's famous
name, and yet I had to honor this name which was after all such a strong base for
her own self-respect. I have been a most dutiful daughter at least in these respects,
within my ability, but my yearning for a good fantasy mother has been a lifelong
search.
I wanted another mother •.• when I was young. I wanted a mother
who liiked herself, who liked her body and so would like mine ••• my
mother did not like herself •.• that is part of the definition of who
she was and who I am. She was my mother.
(MacDonald, J 979, p. 13)
At the age of fifty-six years, l was still seeking a woman who would not only be
a model of intellectual achievements, but one who might also show me that it is
safe to become old, and that it might even be possible to die with a sense of peace.
She would need to be a woman who loved herself well enough, and would love me
well enough, but not too much, since she had to remain confortably distant and
separate. Finding such a woman and wooing her with a passion and wisdom became
the most challenging and ultimately joyful pursuit of my sabbatical year.
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-12Reconciliation

It is possible to fall in lpve with children, women, men, activities, or ideas.
feJI in Jove with two human beings during my sabbatical, and one of them was my
85 year old Aunt. I knew that if I could win her love and receive her blessing, 1
could forgive my father and come to terms with the heavy legacy of the Freud
family.
He may feel he was cheated or done in by the tribe during early adulthood. If as a youngster he broke away from his origins he may now
attempt some form of rapprochement.
(Levinson, 1979, p. 242)
Although neither my Aunt nor I were aware that each felt disappointed or even
betrayed by the other, it turned out that there was indeed much to be forgiven.
I learned through others that she had felt bitterness that I had not become a psychoanalyst, or at least asked to study in her clinic. I, in turn, felt that my powerful
family had expelled me from their ranks and abandoned me during the war. Family
therapists encourage family members to discuss their grievances so they can come
to forgive each other. This was not the path we took. Forgiving can take many
forms.
My initial goals were modest. I wanted her to give me a cup of tea and give
me a kiss. The effort of telephoning repeatedly when I felt such an unwelcome
burden caused me much anguish. But I brought to my quest a lifetime of being loved
and accepted by many human beings, an optimism about my ability to reach people,
and an inner conviction of the importance and purity of my mission. I planned the
campaign of winning my old Aunt's guarded heart with no less care than Napoleon
must have planned the campaign of Waterloo, but Napoleon lost his campaign of
destruction, while I won my campaign of Jove. She wrote: "I shall try to stiJI be
'

there for you when you return to visit 11ext year."
Mothering Men
The campaign to establish significant relationships with the men who unexpectedly
intersected with my life abroad proved to be as chaJJenging as the campaign for my
Aunt's Jove. I had, of course, become aware of the Jack of talent or interest in
friendship among many middle class men (Levinson, J 978, p. 335; Schlossberg & Kent,
J 979, p. 280). "You seem to have made more friends in this city in half a year
than I have in the last forty years," said my brother to me in an envious tone.
Although he would like to be my friend and is faithful and Joyal to me, he is unwilling,
perhaps afraid, to know me, to see me or to hear me. Friendship with him was therefore difficult.
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-13A s a woman who has t aken strong feminist stands in MY teac hing and wr i ting,
my m a jor emotional c ommitm ents had always been to women.

A lthough I had worked

with men, as students and c oll eagues, and some of them even call me their fri end,
none of my relationships with men had lived up to my friendship requirements of
mutual openness, caring, availabil i ty and support, as had my relationships w i th w omen.
wondered whether friendship between men and women was possible.
We worked in small clinical teams and I was assigned to work with two male
colleagues and one male supervisor, all three of whom could have been my sons,
at least if I had been a sexually precocious teenager, which, alas, I was not.
I feel embarrassed and ashamed to admit that I was not satisfied to take the
rol e of equal colleague in this group •
• • • it was notic eable that when she was absent from the committee
things did not go smoothly •.• for no other reason than that she was
unable to switch herself out of the role of provider of invisible mana,
consolation, warmth, sympathy • • • • She had been set like a machine
by twenty odd years of being a wife and mother.
(Lessing, 1973, pp. 45, 46)
Was it

~

needs or those of the three men which made me become responsibl e for

the running and welfare of this little family?

I tried to create group solidarity,

assured communication betw een members, and became their nurturing, supportive
mother and thei r critical, praisi ng, and challenging teacher.

The men accepted my

input, rewarding me with the affec tion and appreciation due to a good mother/teac her
while being relatively obli v ious to my separate identity, including my needs, hopes,
fears, and w ishes.

Of course, they were not that sensitive to eac h other's needs

ei ther.
Not hav i ng t o maintain a rigid division between work ••• and per sonal
re lat i onships, he c an comb ine work and friendship in var ious adm i xtures.
(Levinson, 1978, p. 237)
Being a woman, and in midlife, I disrupted the rigid boundaries bet een work and
friendship that these younger men had set up.
to reach out to these di stant men wearied me.

There were times when the effort
But the pleasure of taking care of,

of teaching, and of being accepted by three attractive, intell igent, young foreign
men far outweighed other c on siderations.
The men in the group had not asked me to take over this role.
and gratefully, and would do it again, given a similar opportunit y .

I did it eagc-rly
It was a sober ing

encounter with my pseudo-feminism when I found myself reachi ng out to men with
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more warmth and persistence than I usually display when initiat ing friendshipc; with
women.
The gap between intellectual acceptance of new roles and emotional
comfort is often a difficult one to close.
(Lemkau, 1980, p. 131; also Rubin, I 979,
pp. 63-64)
Of course, I also grew to love a man in my life abroad.

I perceived him as both

engaging and distant, sensitive to feelings and afraid of them, alternately confirm ing
and disconfirming, and perhaps vulnerable in spi'rit and body.

He was thus a complex

and interesting human being. We met in mutual massive projec tions.

He admired

me with all the ambivalence that this entails. We occasionally worked together,
and exchanged

reative ideas. I was charmed by his ability to sometimes hear what

was meant ra ther than said.
arose that we might clash.

We also had some conflicting views, and the possibilit y
I was older than he, and my voice was louder. So I fe ll

in love with hi m and thte da nger passed.

Voluntarily I took on the masochist ic posi-

tion of an aging wornar, who loves a man who is not there for her.

He did not ask

me many questions, except now and then - important occasions. He sai d, "It is useful
to discuss one's work with an objective observer." He also said, "Some people c om<>
and go, but others leave a deep impact."
It would have made me extremely happy to experience with thi s man, who was
not my husband, some mutual openness, a loving friendship, perhaps some expressions
of tenderness.

He did not allow any of these things to happen.

I am an honorable

woman, and I did not want to bed down with him; nevertheless, the threat of breaking
the incest taboo hovered over our relationship.

Was he immobilized by my urgent

wooing? My forceful style is uncomfortable for many, especially for men who fear
to be controlled by women.

Perhaps, however, it was simply not in this man's life

plan to connect with a foreign woman. I too met .!!!l'. Waterloo after all.

Being

honorable did not save me from pain, a piercing pain that lasted and lasted. This
is the price I paid for ridiculously falling in Jove at the 2/3 mark of my life. I
Jived in a state of semi-intoxication for months and months.

It was certainly worth

the price. Is that the face of midlife love?
I concluded that I, as an older woman, possessed what was needed to reach out
to men in love or friendship.

An enormous amount of self-love, an equally firm belief

in the hidden affective possibilities of the men in question, and a readiness to be
rejected and have my motives profoundly misunderstood.

1B

It was thus quite easy.

-15Women are brought up to self-disclose and share feelings in both friendship and sexual relations, while men are soc ialized to do things with
friends and to restrict emotional sharing to sexual relationships.
(Lemkau, 1980, p. 121)
Actually I am quite ready to become a mother, teacher, or informal therapist to
men.

T hese are roles I often take on with women as well; they are enjoyable and

familiar roles.
Men and Women
The struggle and eventual opportunity to form friendships with men was highly
grati fying.

However, while I worked and played with men while I was abroad, and

loved some of them in various ways, it was women who were willing "to ask me
questions" and who were there for me.

There was my older advisor who sustained

me through the successive crises of arrival, i!Jness, grief and departure; there were
my younger women friends in the support group that we built for ourselves, who
gave me the consensual validation t hat meant so much to me; and there was a
spec ial friend, a temporary daughter, who helped me pack when my coping capacities
wer e strained with mult i ple leave-taking, carried my baggage and accompanied me
to the airport.

And yet, there were significant incidents during my travels, which

held out the possibility that the souls of women and men can sometimes meet.
The f i rst day in a new town fills me not with joyous and curious enterprise but with dread and alienation. I am waiting for an evening
conference and a long and lonely afternoon stretches before me. I
walk in t o a student cafeteria and settle near a young man who sit s
alone. "I am a stranger in this town," I say to him, "and I feel lost
and lonely. Would you talk to me a little about yourself?" He
startles for only a minute and then comes to sit next to me. He is
writing his dissertation on a subject close to my own field. We are
both eager to exchange perspectives and information. He is delighted
to be speaking to such an interesting American professor. The town
has become a friendly place. A single person can humanize an entire
city.
A letter comes to me in the mail from a Frenchman whom I had known
in my youth. He had found me through a newspaper article. We agreed
to meet. We had met during the war years in Casablanca, where he,
a non-Jew, had escaped from the Germans. He was living there with
a foster family who was hosting him until he could join the French
forces abroad. Later, he had to leave this foster family without ever
thanking them and this was now haunting him. Last year his son had
died in a car accident. He had contracted a progressive bone disease
and had chosen early retirement. He was a quiet man in profound
despair. We spent a day together and I said little. But I did encourage
him to contact his family in Morocco, which was easy enough. Later
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he writes to me: "I have gone to Morocco to thank Mr. and Mrs. C.,
85 and 95 years old. We had a large and joyous family r eunion.
When I ca me bac k I tel t so much bett er that I returned to work parttime. Meeting you again changed my life."
All of us have had experiences in which our presence in someone' s life, or thf'irs
in ours, however ephem eral it might have seemed, made a profound difference.
mutual interdependence for emotional survival is truly awesome.

Our

Perhaps we can

t

strive to build a world in which women and men do not have t o live in separate com-

~
I

loading our marital relationships rather than risking cross-gender friendships.

In

such a world we could learn to give to each other, and more ri sky, ask favor

from

partments, in which we do not need to own our spouses possessively and prefer over-

each other.

We may not want as much from each other as we initially fear.

Attached and Separa te
I had solved the terror of my aloneness in late adolesc ence by finding a mate
who was my kin in every way.

As German Jewish immigrants, we had already met

in France, and we had a deep understanding of each other's life experiences.

We

formed a t ight partnership and together we built quite a good life for ourselves,
exorcising the ghosts of strangeness in a new country, poverty and loneliness.
In middle life I longed for the experience of living alone.
the needs for separateness are dangerous to express.
married women must den y and suppress.

In our coupled society

They are taboo needs that

I would feel even more guilty and deviant

if I had not encountered similar feelings in other women, expressed in secrecy and
with shame.
I wonder if living alone makes one more alive. No precious energy goes
in disagreements or c ompromise. No need to augment others, there is
just yourself, just truth - a morsel - and you.
(Scott-Maxwell, 1968, p. 33)
The freedom to plan one's life without consideration for another human being can
be liberating; the freedom to come home in the evening, or to stay out and see a
movie, a play or visit with a friend; the freedom to eat an evening meal or skip
it; to go to sleep at 7:00 p.m. without explanation or to stay up most of the night
to watch the late show.
He would get up and go to sleep whenever he chose. No one would ask:
Where were you? Or: Whom did you see? Or: Why are you late? No
one would tr y to make him forget or remember. He would be alone at
dusk and still alone at dawn. Not like a prisoner in his cell; like a
fugitive in the forest.
(Wiesel, 1965, p. 108)

2U

-17I treasured the time alone, the quiet evenings after a busy day full of people. I
was even glad when I found that I could not get a telephone, thus gaining even more
protection for my solitude when I wanted it. As much as I had feared loneliness
when I was young, I now needed aloneness in middle life •
• • • he can draw more upon his inner resources and is thus less dependent on external stimulation. He enjoys solitude more since he has
internal company • • •
(Levinson, 1979, p. 242)
l was jealous of these nine months of total independence and asked my family and
friends not to visit me, although I appreciated our correspondence. I had taken nine
months of my life to be separate, and I wanted no one to step on this piece of time
that was all mine. I also valued my single state because it gave me an opportunit)
to relate to the world not as a couple, but as a single woman who could meet others
in face to face encounters. My single or divorced friends who envy my married state
tell me I could only enjoy my singleness because it was temporary and unreal. That
is probable, since i is, of course, both Separateness and Attachment that we need.
I have always admired DeBeauvoir and Sartre as one couple who have managed both.
I want to give honest testimony to my somewhat ruthless and unwomanly drive for
autonomy and independence in middle life. Perhaps this drive for separateness may
be a factor in midlife divorces.

Perhaps our society needs to make provisions to

meet these midlife needs without having to sever longtime human bonds (Neugarten,
1979, p. 889).
Coming Home
By the time it was all over with, she would certainly not have chosen
it for herself in advance, for she did not have the experience to choose,
or the imagination • • • • Choose? Do I ever choose? Have I ever
chosen?
(Lessing, 1973, p. 6)
Once again I am in a strange town, but this time it is the one where I have
spent most of my adult life. I sit among the trees while the gipsy moths are eating
all their leaves, and their bark, and the bushes and the flowers.

The trees are dying

and in the silence I can hear the crunching of the caterpillars and the falling of their
droppings like a continuous rain.
I am faced with the loss of a whole community of people in which I had invested
my emotions. I wait for the mail, and I am relieved when letters arrive.

It 1s my

only proof that I have not invented the whole experience,that it was not a mere
dream about a reckless carefree vacation. Like other dreams, it is about to disappear.
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-18My friends tell me that they missed me and that I will feel better soon. They are
strangers, and they do not understand me.
I do not remember the joys and satisfactions that I found in my former life.
Will life consist of teaching more and more courses and writing more and more
papers?
When a man confronts the realization that his occupational career has
peaked, not only is he likely to feel anxious and insecure,.. but he may
be prompted to reflect on his work life in terms of such questions as
"What was it all for?"
(Fiske, 1980, p. 247)
The meaning of my life has escaped me and I cannot recapture it. I need to settle
down and age with dignity, but it is hard to grow up.
Good things have gone, and some good things will always go when new
things come and we mourn. We mourn rightly for the outlook is •
uncertain, perhaps very dark.
(Scott-Maxwell, 1968, p. 86)
And yet this morning the piercing pain had receded. When I found myself waking
up with the beating heart I had known for years, I knew that my life would go on.
I had to finish my reading lists by the end of the month, give an interview later
in the day and read a book for a promised review. My community had not replaced
me while I was gone and they expected me to step back into all the places that were
left open.

Is such a relentless life really the only way to ward off depression? Life

is still grey, but I can bear to live it.

I am a married, honorable woman who lives

in this town, and I have some work to do.
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE
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college teachers.
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of North Dakota, since she first shared her Last Sabbatical paper with us. She has
lectured on the campus, and continues to be an example of an accomplished academic
woman, sensitive teacher, and caring human being.

